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Osney, St Thomas & New Botley Allotments Association 
Minutes of Committee meeting 17 January 2018 
 
Attending: Nick, Pól, Sue, Verity, Anne (Chair), Cathy, and Jude (Minutes) 
Apologies: Pierre, Sally, Gus, Phil, and Sheila 

 
Actions: 
 

1 Discuss posting most recent [redacted] minutes in the shop NJ, VW 
2 Exchange views with other sites on their H&S practice and have a suitable form ready 

for the 2018 H and S inspection/rent renewal. 
NJ 

3 Raise issue of Trustees with Oxford City Council Parks Department - update records NJ 
4 Source new water trough for TPM + install PS, NJ 
5 Source and install leisure battery to complete/ power up the BM water system  PS 
6 Source sheeting to cover an existing  polytunnel frame on BM  PS 
7 Source and order skip to remove rubbish from cleared (unrented) BM plots  PS 
8 Source scalpings to complete BM track renewal.  PS 
9 Organise van hire and tip charges for TPM clearance  JC, GF 
10 Source and oversee repair of TPM main gate SSL 
11 Source and order heater for the shop, to allow its use all year for meetings  NJ 
12 Identify one-off tasks or responsibilities that could be allocated to tenants who are 

not willing to join the committee.   
VW 

13 Raise matter of work parties at the AGM for proposed start in October 2018.   NJ 
14 Organise papers to go out in time for AGM NJ, JC 

 
1. Minutes from 1 November 2017 agreed as correct with one addition: Item 5 on contacting Colin Cook 

about a possible grant Action:  Anne.  One committee member, Roger, has resigned and the committee 
offered thanks for his advice and contributions to the Twenty Pound site. 

 
2. Matters arising from 1 November not covered in the agenda 

 
• Fire cage and water trough siting (TPM management group).   On-going. 
• Posting of past minutes.  They are now on line going back several years.  Action:  Nick and 

Verity will discuss posting the most recent [redacted] version in the shop. 
• Emergency phone number.  On-going.  Cost remains at c. £100 per year for a bespoke number.   
• Health and Safety notification form.  On going.   Action:  Nick to exchange views with other sites 

on their practice and have a suitable form ready for the 2018 H and S inspection / rent renewal.  
• Trustee and auditor arrangements.    Not yet confirmed.  Nick has taken advice on criteria for 

an auditor and will raise the issue with Oxford City Council Parks Department to update their 
records.  Action:  Nick 

• Request for a very large Council skip for TPM clearance.  The Council no longer supplies them.  
 

3. Financial report. 
 
A formal report was not available.  Accounts for 2017 are now in order, with some fine-tuning and 
reconciliation still to be completed.  The shop has completed a stock-take and will be discussing their 
financial situation with the (acting) Treasurer in the near future.  Once an emergency ‘fall-back’ fund 
has been removed, and assuming about £1000 in predicted outgoings, we have about £7000.  
Decisions on allocation need to take account of projects under consideration which may need matched 
funding, such as a water-harvesting project on TPM and/or a TPM polytunnel.   
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4.      Proposed projects for 2018 All the proposals below were agreed – costs are approximate. 
  
• A new water trough for TPM + installation.   (£120 to purchase plus minor expenses for 

installation) – Phil and Nick to plumb it in. 
• ‘leisure battery’ to complete/ power up the BM water system (£100) – Phil to source and install. 
• Sheeting to cover an exiting  polytunnel frame on BM (£150) – Phil to source and install  
• a skip to remove accumulated rubbish from cleared (unrented) BM plots (c. £200 + VAT) – Phil to 

supervise filling by 2018 Payback team  
• Scalpings to complete BM track renewal. (£200 - £230 delivered in bags) – Phil to order and 

oversee installation by the 2018 Payback team  
• Van hire and tip charges for TPM clearance (up to £400) – Jude and Gus to organise.  
• Repair of the TPM main gate:  (£200) – Sue to source and oversee a welder – Sally has made 

preliminary enquiries. 
• Heater for the shop, to allow its use all year for meetings – Nick to source and order a unit. 

 
5.      Use and organisation of work parties  
 
We had a helpful and detailed reply from Cripley Meadow on their monthly work parties.  Members 
can either do a WP or make an annual contribution.  Participation stands at  ‘… 99% and those who 
have not done a 2-hour WP get an additional £15 on their renewal invoice’.   Discussion of this 
approach noted the high commitment from committee members who identify tasks and oversee each 
WP; the ‘light-touch’ administration which does not compel participation; the advantages of regular 
community engagement and involvement; and the need to recognise that we will not have Payback 
support indefinitely. In addition, the committee discussed the value of identifying one-off tasks or 
responsibilities that could be allocated to tenants who are not willing to join the committee.  Action:  
Verity to identify and suggest tasks.  We can also use courses (such as the recent pruning course) and 
events to ‘pull in’ participants. Action:  Nick to raise the matter at the AGM for proposed start in 
October 2018.   
 
Some work party activity is already happening:  Sue, Gus and Jude are continuing to clear 6.5 
vandalised and abandoned plots on TPM.  Two work parties have been held and were reasonably well 
attended with a third planned for January 2018.  The task still requires considerable time and effort for 
sorting and disposal.   
 
6.     Changes and organisation of the shop management  
 
After many years of service, Sally is stepping down in 2018.  Happily, Cathy has agreed to join Felicity 
and others in keeping the shop going.   
 
7.     Planning for the AGM:   
 
 A date was set for 12 April 2018, based on WOCA availability, with a booking for 7:00 start for 7:15 
meeting, finishing by 9:30.  Papers need to go out by 12 March 2018.  Action:  Nick.  Refreshments of 
wine, fruit juice and nibbles.  Action:  Jude & Anne.   
We need more committee members and more people willing to take on work across the year.  We 
agreed to personally contact people, asking them to join the committee / take on jobs.  Action:  all.   
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8.     AOB 
 
The annual call from OCVA funding was reviewed and it was decided that the Association is unlikely to 
meet the criteria. 
 
Nick has met with the Environment Agency about the proposed flood alleviation scheme’s impact on 
both sites.  At BM, it will require a wall behind Osney Court, taking 3 plots out of cultivation so the EA 
have agreed to gain access to an adjacent field to create additional plots; they will also provide a new 
road.  At TPM, a new bund at the Botley Road boundary will require new access arrangements. New 
gates will be needed but vagaries on timing means that current gates need repair – damage has made 
them unstable.   
 
Date and place of the next meeting:  1 March 2018 in the shop.  7 PM start time.   
 
 


